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Data taken from the literature for the activity of mutant Phage T41ysozymes substituted at residue 
86 were correlated with the intermolecular force (IMF) equation with very good results. The 
activity determined was the relative amount of enzyme required to give a cleared area with 
a radius of 7'00 mm in the Iysoplate assay of Becktel and Baase. The best regression equation 
obtained shows hydrogen bonding to be the major factor in determining activity, with dispersion 
forces next in importance and steric effects least. No dependence on side chain charge was ob
served. The results support the utility of the IMF equation as a quantitative model of protein 
bioactivity. 

It has seemed to us to be of great interest and importance to determine q~antitatively 
the effect of amino acid residue side chain structure on the biological activities of 
proteins. In order to carry out such studies it is necessary to have available data for 
the effect on bioactivity of the replacement of one residue by another in protein 
molecules. Ideally, all of the replacements should be at the same position in the 
protein and all of the amino acid residues commonly found in protein should be 
included in the data set. There are unfortunately very few publications extant in the 
literature which have reported the effect of substitution on protein bioactivity. We 
have previously shown that the values of !l.flG determined by kinetic methods for 
transition state binding of ATP and tyrosine by tyrosyl-t-RNA synthetase by Fersht 
and coworkers l are quantitatively described by the intermolecular forces (IMF) 
equation2 • Alber and coworkers3 have recently reported relative activities of Phage 
T4 lysozymes substituted at residue 86. The activity reported is the relative amount 
of enzyme required to give a cleared area with a radius of 7·0 mm in the lysoplate 
assay of Becktel and Baase4 • In this work we have applied the IMF equation to the 
quantitative description of the relative bioactivities of these Phage T4 lysozymes 
substituted at residue 86. Our objective is twofold: to determine if possible the 
nature of the dependence of the activity of these enzymes on side chain structure, 
and to provide a further test of the utility of the IMF equation in the quantitative 
description of protein bioactivity. 
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THEORETICAL 

The IMF Equation 

The IMF equation is based on the assumption that the magnitude of a property or 
activity is determined by the change in intermolecular forces resulting from the 
transfer of a substrate from an initial to a final phase. Examples of such transfers 
are from one solvent to another, from the solid state to a solution, from a solvent 
to the surface of a chromatographic column, from an aqueous phase to a biomem
brane surface, from an aqueous phase to the active site of an enzyme, and from one 
protein conformation to another. The IMF equations has been successfully applied 
to the quantitative description of amino acid hydrophobicities, transport properties 
and bioactivitiesS - 8, peptide transport properties9 and bioactivities 1 0,11, and 
protein bioactivities2 and conformational parameters12 - 14. It may be written in its 
most general form as either Eq. (1) 

Qx = LI11X + Dl1d x + Rl1eX + AlXx + H1nHX + H 2 n nX + Iix + CAnAX + 
+ Conox + Svx + BO (1) 

or Eq. (2) 

Qx = LI11X + Dl1dX + Rl1eX + AlXx + HII1HX + H2n nX + Iix + CAnAX + 
+ Conox + B t n1x + B2n2X + B3n3X + BO . (2) 

depending on the choice of steric effect parameterization. Qx represents the quantity 
which is to be corelated. 111 I1p and l1e are the localized (field and/or inductive), 
intrinsic delocalized (resonance), and electronic demand sensitivity electrical effect 
parameters respectively13. The 111 parameters are identical to the 11, parameters. 
The electrical effect parameters are involved in modelling in whole or in part con
tributions from dipole-dipole (dd), dipole induced dipole (di), hydrogen bonding 
(hb), charge transfer (ct), and ion-dipole (Id) interactions. IX is a polarizability 
parameter derived from group molar refractivities, it models dispersion forces 
(induced dipole-induced dipole, ii, interactions) and to some extent di interactions 
and ion induced dipole (Ii) contributions as well. The parameters nH and nn model 
hydrogen bonding; the former is defined as the number of OH and/or NH bonds 
in the X group while the latter is defined as the number of lone pairs on Nand/or 
o atoms in that group. The i parameter represents the charge on the group X, it is 
defined as 1 for ionic X and 0 for nonionic X. It is involved in modelling the Id 
and Ii contributions. The nA and no parameters are involved in modelling the ct 
contribution. The former is defined as 1 for an X group which can act as a charge 
transfer acceptor and 0 for one which cannot, the latter is similarily defined as 1 for 
an X group which can act as a charge transfer donor and 0 for one which cannot. 
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The 0 parameter is a steric parameter defined from the Van der Waals radii1S• Its 
merit is its simplicity, its disadvantage is that for most groups no single steric param
eter can describe their steric effects in all systems. In many cases it is necessary to 
use the branching parameters ni' These topological steric parameters are defined as 
the number of atoms other than H bonded to the i-th atoms of the X group16. We 
have frequently found them necessary for modelling steric effects in peptide and 
protein properties and bioactivities. 

Correlations 

We have found that in the correlation of the properties and bioactivities of amino 
acids, peptides, and proteins only the localized electrical effect parameter is required. 
Furthermore, we have generally failed to find a dependence on the charge tranfer 
parameters nA and no. Finally, the small size of the data set to be studied precludes 
the use of branching parameters to model the steric effect. We have therefore used 
the correlation Eq. (3) 

The data were correlated with Eq. (3) by multiple linear regression analysis. The 
data used in the correlations are set forth in Table I together with the parameters 
used. 

RESULTS 

Correlation with Eq. (3) gave the regression Eq. (4) 

log Arel,x = 0·373 (±0'632) (J'lX + 2·09 (±1·19) (Xx -

- 0·319 (±0'0771) nHX + 0·174 (±0'0586) nnX - 0·0889 (±0·115) ix -

- 0·463 (±0'245) Ox - 0·148 (±0·0701) (4) 

100R2 = 94'59; F = 8'749; Se_t = 0'0790; So = 0'424; n = 10. 

The correlation matrix is given in Table II. Both L, the coefficient of (J'lX, and I, the 
coefficient of ix are not significant. On repeating the correlation with the exclusion 
of the (J'lX parameter we obtained the regression equation 

log Arel,x = 2·24 (±I'07) (Xx - 0'337(±0'0649)ntlx + 
+ 0'192 (±0'0461) nnX - 0·0860 (±0'105) ix - 0·495 (±0'219) Ox -

- 0·135 (±0'0613) (5) 

100R2 = 93'97; F = 12·46; Se_t = 0·0723 - So = 0'388; n = ]0. 
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TABLE I 

Data and parameters used in the correlationsa 

Aax Are) /11 CC nH nn V 

prob 1'0 -0'01 0'140 0 0 0 -0'81 
Ala 0'5 -0'01 0'046 0 0 0 0'52 
Arg 0'2 0'04 0'291 4 3 0'68 
Asp )'1 0'15 0'105 1 4 0'76 
Cys 0'7 0·12 0'128 0 0 0 0'62 
Gly 0'7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
His 0·7 0'08 0'230 I I 0'70 

Ile 0·7 -0'01 0'186 0 0 0 1'02 
Leu 0'5 -0'01 0'186 0 0 0 0'98 
Ser 0'7 0'11 0'062 2 0 0'53 
Thr 0'8 0'04 0'108 2 0 O·~O 

Asn 0'06 0'134 2 3 0 0'76 
Glu 0'07 0'151 4 1 0'68 
Gin 0'05 0'180 2 3 0 0'68 
Lys 0'00 0'219 2 1 0'68 

Met 0'04 0'221 0 0 0 0'78 
Phe 0'03 0'290 0 0 0 0'70 
Trp 0'00 0·409 0 0 0'70 
Tyr 0'03 0'298 2 0 0·70 
Val 0·01 0')40 0 0 0 0'76 

a Data are from ref?, parameter values are from refs5 ,6. Aax are residues in position 86. Are) 

are the relative activities determined as described in ref.4 , the substrate is E. coli peptidoglycan; 
b wild enzyme; this data point was not included in the correlation. 

TABLE II 

Correlation matrix 

0'007 

I1H 

0'197 

0'603 

nn 

0'608 

0'213 

0'698 

v 

0'445 0'019 

0'576 0'671 

0'674 0'051 

0'686 0'071 

0'199 

v 
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As I is still not significant the correlation was repeated with the exclusion of the 
parameter i, giving Eq. (6) 

log Arel,x = 1·63 (±0·747) exx - 0·311 (±0·0548)nHX + 
+ 0·164 (±0·0300) nnX - 0·363 (±0·174) Vx - 0·132 (±0·0591) (6) 

100R2 = 92·95; F = 16·48; SeSI = 0·0699; So = 0·376; n = 10. 

The best equation obtained, Eq. (6), is significant at the 99·5% confidence level. It 
must be pointed out that the possibility of an accidental correlation must always 
be considered, even more so when as is the case here the number of degrees of freedom 
(DF) is so small. In this data set there are only 10 data points, as a result in Eq. (6) 
there are only 1·25 DF per independent variable. Had we attempted to model this 
data set by choosing at random from the very large number of available physico
chemical parameters until we finally arrived at some that seemed to give a good fit 
we would not be entitled to draw any conclusions from our results. We have not 
done this however. The IMF equation has been applied successfully to more than 
two hundred sets of amino acid, peptide, and protein properties and bioactivities 
using the same parameter set. Certainly the possibility of accidental correlation 
remains, but the probability of more than two hundred accidental correlations is not 
merely remote, it is asymptotic with zero. We believe therefore that Eq. (6) is probably 
meaningful and does provide a quantitative description of the effect of side chain 
substitution on the measured bioactivity. 

The effect of the side chain of the residue in position 86 on the activity is due to 
dispersion forces, hydrogen bonding and to steric effects. The contribution made by 
each variable is quantitatively described by the quantity C i which is defined by the 
relationship (7) 

n 

Ci = Ibixd· 1001 L Ibjxil ' (7) 
i=1 

where the b i are the coefficients of the independent variables in the IMF equation 
and the Xi are the values of these variables for some reference side chain X d• In our 
applications of the IMF equation to properties of amino acids, peptides and proteins 
we have chosen the side chain of His as the reference side chain. The values of C i 

obtained for Eq. (6) are: ex, 33·9; nH , 27·6; nn' 14·5; and u, 24·4. Thus the total hydrogen 
bonding contribution of 42·1 is the largest, followed by dispersion forces, with steric 
effects making the smallest contribution. 

We define the supplier of the lone pair in a hydrogen bond as the donor and the 
source of the hydrogen atom as the acceptor. The sign of HI' the coefficient of nH , 

is negative showing that acceptor activity in the initial phase is larger than in the 
final phase. By contrast, the sign of H 2 , the coefficient of nn' is positive indicating 
that there is more donor activity in the final than in the initial phase. The positive 
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sign of A, the coefficient of tX shows that dispersion forces are producing a larger 
contribution in the final than in the initial phase, suggesting that the side chain of 
residue 86 is making more and/or shorter contacts in the final phase than in the 
initial one. Finally the negative sign of S, the coefficient of the steric parameter D, 

shows that steric repulsion is greater in the final phase than it is in the initial. We 
may conclude then that in the final phase the side chain in position 86 is making 
more contacts with lone pairs on 0 or N atoms and fewer with NR or OR bonds, 
and that it has moved closer either to some group of atoms in the substrate or to the 
side chain of a residue in some other part of the protein resulting in an increase in 
dispersion forces and in steric repulsion. The lack of dependence on the side chain 
charge parameter i or on the localized electrical effect parameter u 1 may mean that 
there is no change in the magnitude of Id and Ii or of dd and di interactions on 
going from the initial to the final phase. 

Calculated and observed values of the activities for the substituted lysozymes are 
reported in Table III together with the values of A (log A) calculated from the 
relationship (8). 

TABLE III 

Values of log Aca1c and d (log A) 

Aax log Aobs log Aca1c d (log A) Aca1c 

Pro 0'000 0'415 -0'415 2'6 
Ala -0'301 -0'261 -0'040 
Arg -0'699 -0'677 -0'022 
Asp 0'041 0'084 -0'043 
Cys -0'155 -0'166 0'011 
Gly -0'155 -0'132 -0'023 
His -0'155 -0'179 0'024 
lie -0'155 -0'229 0'074 

Leu -0'301 -0'213 -0'088 
Ser -0'155 -0'223 0'068 
Thr -0'097 -0'136 0'039 
Asn -0'342 0'5 
Glu 0'192 1'6 
Gin -0'267 0'5 
Lys -0'500 0'3 
Met -0'078 0'8 
Phe 0'066 1'2 
Trp -0'051 0'9 
Tyr 0'096 1'2 
Val -0'202 0'6 
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ll. (log A) = log Aobs - log Acalc (8) 

]n no case is the value of ll. (log A) more than twice the standard error. 
The residue occupying position 86 in the wild enzyme is Pro. The data point for 

this enzyme was not included in the correlation because we have shown 17 that the 
modelling of Pro and its derivatives requires an additional variable which accounts 
for substitution on the nitrogen atom of the peptide bond derived from the Pro 
type residue. To make the inclusion of this variable meaningful it is necessary to 
have at least two residues of the Pro type in the data set. We can calculate a value 
of log A for Pro from Eq. (6), however, and compare this with the experimentally 
observed value. ]f they agree then the effect of ex-nitrogen substitution is negligible, 
if they differ significantly then the effect is important. The observed value is 0, the 
calculated value is 0·415. As the standard error of the estimate is 0·0699 a Student t 
test for the significance of the difference shows it to be significant at the 99·9% 
confidence level. 1t seems likely then that substitution at the ex-nitrogen of the Pro 
residue which is not accounted for by its value of the steric parameter is significant. 

This difference may be due to the loss of hydrogen bonding capability by the 
peptide nitrogen atom. Alternatively it may be due wholly or in part to the fact that 
the secondary structure of the wild enzyme differs from that of the mutants to a con
siderable extent in the region near residue 86 (ref. 3). 

DISCUSSION 

Lysozyme hydrolyzes the 13 (1 -+ 4) glycosidic bond between N-acetylglucosamine 
and N-acetylmuramic acid in bacterial cell wall peptidoglycan. On the basis of X-ray 
crystallographic and chemical evidence17 ,18 Asp 20 certainly is involved in the 
catalytic activity. Glu 11, which forms an ion pair with Arg 145 that is about 5 A 
from the bond being cleaved, may also be involved. The other residues which are 
certainly involved in the catalytic activity are GIn 105 and Trp 138, while Glu 22, 
Asn 140 and GIu 141 are probably involved. The residue in position 86 is said to 
be about 24 A from the bond undergoing scission and is on the surface of the enzyme 
molecule. The results we have obtained suggest that the effect of substitution at 
position 86 may be due to an effect on substrate binding to the enzyme, possibly 
the result of an effect on the population of a conformation which binds substrate 
to the enzyme in the transition state. The suggetion of Alber3 that the decreased 
activity in the Arg substituted enzyme is due to the effect of the positive charge on 
the Arg side chain cannot be excluded but seems unlikely in view of our results. We 
find no dependence of activity on side chain charge. Furthermore, consideration of 
the values of the activity calculated for those amino acids which are commonly 
found in proteins but are not present in the data set (Table HI) shows that Lys, for 
which the side chain must also be positive, gives a calculated value for the activity 
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of 0'3, comparable to that of Arg, though it was calculated from Eq. (6) which has 
no dependence on side chain charge. From the calculated values for mutant enzyme 
activity we see that the most active should be that in which Glu is substituted at 
position 86. From the calculated value of 1·6 obtained for the activity of this enzyme 
and the value of 0'2 determined experimentally for the Arg substituted enzyme, 
which is the least active, we see that substitution has at most an eightfold effect on 
enzyme activity. It would be helpful in determining why substitution at position 86 
affects the activity if X-ray crystallographic studies of mutant enzyme-substrate 
complexes were available. 

CONCLUSION 

The IMF equation quantitatively describes the effect of substitution at residue 86 
upon the activities of mutant Phage T4 lysozymes. Hydrogen bonding is the most 
important factor with dispersion forces second and steric effects third in importance. 

In the final phase residue 86 apparently is making more contacts with lone pairs 
on 0 or N atoms and fewer with OH and/or NH bonds. It seems to be closer to 
either substrate or to some other residue in the enzyme, thus increasing the contribu
tion of dispersion forces and concurrently increasing steric repulsion. This result 
supplies further support for the utility of the IMF equation in the quantification 
of protein bioactivities as a function of side chain structure. 
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